Aging is frequently accompanied by a proinflammatory state with adverse health consequences. This state is commonly assessed by markers in serum, either in isolation or ad hoc combination. We sought, alternatively, to develop scores summarizing multiple markers in accordance with biology on inflammatory regulation and evaluate their value added for discriminating functional outcomes in older adults. Data came from InCHIANTI (Invecchiare in Chianti; Aging in the Chianti Area) study participants age 65 years and older. Serum concentrations of seven inflammatory biomediators were subjected to latent variable analysis implementing a biological model of counterbalancing up-and down-regulation processes. Resulting process constructs were approximated by principal component scores; these, and individual markers, were evaluated as predictors of mobility impairment and frailty status in regression analyses, adjusting for key confounders. The biomediators' interrelationships were well predicted by the hypothesized biology. The up-regulation score was independently associated with worsened mobility functioning and frailty risk. For mobility, the association was stronger than, persisted independently of, and accounted for association with each biomediator. The down regulation score was associated with frailty outcomes. We conclude that systemic inflammation is relevant to the process that leads to functional loss in older persons and can be validly measured through biologically informed summary of inflammatory markers.
Introduction

I
ncreasing evidence indicates that aging is associated with a mild proinflammatory state that directly influences pathophysiologic processes and contributes to chronic disease, frailty, disability and mortality. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] This state is thought to result from system dysregulation, because it can be detected in healthy older individuals. If this state could be accurately and precisely measured, treatments to ameliorate its adverse effects might be designed.
Nearly all studies linking chronic inflammatory activation to adverse health outcomes in older adults have relied on serum biomarkers; however, the vast majority has focused on single molecules under the assumption that these reflect overall changes in severity of activation. A few recent studies have found older adults with simultaneous elevations in two or more inflammatory biomarkers to be significantly more likely than those with fewer elevations to experience a host of adverse outcomes. [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] Importantly, only one of these attempted to create aggregates of inflammatory markers to assess inflammatory regulation at a systemic level, and all employed data reduction techniques to effect aggregation. In this study, we attempt to provide initial rationale for the biologically grounded development and validation of measures of inflammatory activation that combine several inflammatory proteins. There is strong rationale to this end but also drawbacks. As a drawback, the evidence for target and functional specificity of specific inflammatory molecules in animal models is overwhelming, suggesting that elevations of different cytokines reflect the up-regulation of different aspects of the inflammatory pathway. On the other hand, when a specific cytokine is released into the circulation, the resulting signal is convoluted through mixing with other inflammatory biomarkers in a large distribution volume, suggesting that circulating levels of inflammatory biomarkers reflect generalized inflammatory regulatory activity occurring in local tissues. If so, the question is whether by synthetically analyzing the biomarkers we can gather enough signal to determine the state of activation of the regulatory system. We address this question by developing biomediator indices measuring different aspects of inflammation.
To our knowledge, two aspects of our work are novel and unique. First, our work internally validates its proposed measurement vis-à -vis hypothesized mechanisms of cytokine release and inhibition that have been confirmed experimentally, but have not been shown to be detectable from biomarkers in serum. Second, it tests hypotheses that (1) resulting indices combining multiple biomarkers of inflammation provide additional information as to the risk of mobility impairments or frailty over any one of the biomarkers, and (2) no individual biomarker provides additional information as to these risks over the indices.
Methods
Study population
InCHIANTI (Invecchiare in Chianti; Aging in the Chianti Area) is a population-based cohort study on factors affecting mobility in older persons. 3 The InCHIANTI protocol and the consenting procedures are in agreement with the principles stated in the Declaration of Helsinki and were approved by the Tuscany Region Institutional Review Board. Data analyzed herein were from the baseline assessment, completed in 1999. A total of 438 study participants who were younger than 65 years old or did not have complete data on inflammatory markers were excluded, as were 24 participants who reported taking steroidal drugs within the preceding 2 weeks, 8 participants with rheumatoid arthritis, and 16 persons with C-reactive protein (CRP) measurements greater than 30 g=L. The base analytic sample comprised N ¼ 967 persons.
Inflammatory and antiinflammatory biomediators in serum
Blood samples were drawn in the morning after a 12-h fast and the participant had been sitting for at least 15 min. Aliquots of serum and plasma were processed immediately, stored in a deep freezer at À808C, and had never been thawed prior to assaying now described.
For this report, data were analyzed on seven biomediators: tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a), interleukin-1b (IL-1b), IL-6, IL-18, IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1RA), CRP, and transforming growth factor-b1 (TGF-b). Serum levels of IL-6, IL-1b, IL-1RA, and TNF-a were measured in duplicate by high-sensitivity enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) using commercial kits (BIOSOURCE International, Camarillo, CA). Serum IL-18 and TGF-b levels were detected in duplicate using highly sensitive quantitative sandwich assays (Quantikine HS, R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN). CRP was measured in duplicate using an ELISA and colorimetric competitive immunoassay that uses purified protein and polyclonal anti-CRP antibodies (Calbiochem, San Diego, CA). Assay precisions and detectable limits have been reported elsewhere. 5 Selection of biomarkers was based on availability and intention to assess inflammatory regulation in older adults. Along with IL-1b, TNF-a and IL-6 are part of the signaling pathway that triggers the acute-phase response, and together with IL-18 tend to be elevated in the low-grade inflammatory state. 6, 16 CRP is an acute-phase reactive protein that is mostly upregulated by IL-6. IL-1RA is produced by the liver contextually to, and antagonizes the effect of, IL-1b as a specific receptor blocker. However, because IL-1RA is produced in amounts about 100-fold higher than IL-1b, and remains in serum circulation longer, high IL-1RA is generally considered a marker of inflammation more reliable than IL-1b. 9, 17 Thus, we considered IL-1RA in our statistical analysis as a surrogate of IL-1b. TGF-b controls a diverse set of cellular processes. 18 
Physical function outcomes
Analyses were focused on two outcomes that have been hypothesized as targets of dysregulated inflammatory regulation: Mobility functioning and frailty. To define mobility, a z-score average was constructed of six variables: (1) Range of motion (ROM) of all principal movements of hips, knees, ankles, and shoulders were measured using standardized procedures. 19 Mobility scoring used the average of standardized ROMs across different joints, movements and sides. (2) Lower extremity muscle power in watts (W) was measured using the Nottingham leg extensor power rig. 20 (3) Mobility scoring used the standardized average of measures from right and left sides. (4) Isometric grip strength was assessed using a handheld dynamometer (Nicholas Manual Muscle Tester, model BK-5474; Fred Sammons, Burr Ridge, IL) following a standardized protocol. 21 (5) Abnormal neurological signs were collected in a highly standardized examination. 22 (6) To measure walking speed, participants were evaluated walking a 4-m course according to a rigorously standardized protocol with timing by activation of photocells. Walking speed was computed as the average over two walks, separately for usual and fast speed. Of the initial analytical sample, 243 participants were missing measurements on at least one of the functional variables and were excluded from the analysis.
Frailty was defined as having three or more of the following criteria: (1) exhaustion (self-reported feeling that ''everything I did was an effort'' at least three times a week in the last month, as per the Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression (CES-D) scale 23 ; (2) low physical activity (sedentary state or walking less than 1 h=week); (3) strength in the lowest gender and body mass index quartile-specific quintile of handgrip; (4) speed walking 15 feet in the lowest gender-and standing height-specific quintile; (5) self-report of having lost at least 3 kg over the previous 12 months. These criteria slightly modified those developed by Fried and colleagues. 24 Of the initial analytical sample, 209 persons who were missing at least one frailty indicator were excluded.
Control variables
These comprised potential confounders known to relate to both inflammatory regulation and physical function. Age and sex were determined in participant interview. Smoking history was assessed by self-report and coded as pack years. Disease ''absence,'' ''possibility,'' and ''presence'' were assessed using slight modifications of ascertainment algorithms used in the Women's Health and Aging Study. 25 Analyses reported here controlled for ''presence'' of angina, myocardial infarction, diabetes, and cancer.
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Systemic inflammatory regulation: Conceptual and modeling framework
It is widely recognized that the inflammatory response is regulated by a delicate balance between stimulating and inhibitory signaling pathways involving many molecules. Our conceptual model is necessarily simplified and limited to biomarkers measured in InCHIANTI (Fig. 1) . Proinflammatory events trigger release of IL-1b and TNF-a, with amplification by IL-1b via partial induction of TNF-a 16 Release of IL-6 and IL-18 follow, directly and via activation of NF-kB. [26] [27] [28] IL-6 induces the production of acute-phase proteins, including CRP. 29 IL-18 amplifies the inflammatory cascade. It is increasingly recognized that the proinflammatory response is self-limited, as when IL-6 reaches a threshold level, a feedback inhibitory response is exerted on IL-1b and TNF-a. [30] [31] [32] TGF-b is thought to be both pro-and antiinflammatory. 18 Our analysis aimed to detect the two ''constituents'' of inflammatory regulation predicted by the theory just described: One of up-regulation, involving elevations of potentially all the biomediators, and another of downregulation, contrasting elevations of IL-6 and CRP against depressed levels of biomediators preceding IL-6 in the release order. It employed a latent ''factor'' model 33 envisioning each constituent as a ''score,'' g j , with values indicating ''extent'' of proinflammation, j ¼ 1, 2. Then, biomediator values y k , k ¼ 1, … ,7 are hypothesized to arise from inflammation scores as
ðEq:1Þ
''Loadings'' l jk , when standardized, represent correlations between the underlying inflammation score g j and each kth measured biomediator. The theory predicts all g 1 loadings to be positive, indicating ''up-regulation.'' For g 2 , the theory predicts loadings of different sign for IL-6 and its by-product than for biomediators earlier in the release order.
Data analysis
Variables were plotted and tabulated to inform choice of statistical methods. To correct for right skewness, natural logarithms of biomediator concentrations (henceforth, biomediator values) were used in all analyses. Scatter plots revealed 49 exceptionally outlying biomediator values. To preclude undue influence on multivariate analyses, outliers were truncated to values (m ¼ number truncated):
Distributions of variables were contrasted between our eligible sample, analytic sample, and subsample with a valid mobility score. Wilcoxon rank sum tests were used for age and pack years of smoking; t-tests, with Bartlett correction as necessary, for biomediator values; and chi-squared tests, for all other variables.
To implement and evaluate our conceptual framework, latent factor models (Eq. 1) were fitted to biomediator values. Following the stated theory, the IL-1RA coefficient for the down-regulation component was constrained to equal zero. Scores, g j , and residual errors, e k , were assumed to be normally distributed and statistically independent-the latter, consistent with full accounting of biomediator interrelationships by up-and down-regulation components of inflammation at equilibrium mixing in serum. Models (Eq. 1) were evaluated for their ability to reproduce observed interrelationships using likelihood ratio goodness-of-fit tests and correlation matrix residual checking. 34 To synthesize the biomediators into indices measuring upand down-regulation components, principal components analysis (PCA) 35 was used. PCA identifies weighted averages of (z-score standardized) biomediator values that have highest variance while being mutually uncorrelated, thus most efficiently distinguish individuals. For the model in (Eq. 1), biomediator ''weights'' (coefficients) in PCA approximate factor loadings, possibly after rotation.
To evaluate whether inflammatory biomediators inform the risk of adverse physical functioning in older adults, mobility and frailty outcomes were regressed on biomediator indices, all at once, and then separately on individual biomediators. For these latter regressions, models analyzing one biomediator at a time and all biomediators at once were compared. Outcome associations are reported per a one standard deviation inflammation increase; for the functioning analysis, they are additionally given in units of standard deviations of mobility score, as standardized betas.
Two analyses addressed whether individual biomarker values informed risk beyond the inflammation indices and vice versa. First, biomediators were added one at a time to models including all inflammation indices. Second, forward stepwise regression analyses treating indices, biomediator values, and control variables as candidates were run with model entry at p ¼ 0.15, both forcing, and not forcing, the indices for model inclusion.
Finally, analyses were conducted to determine whether associations between inflammation measures and physical function outcomes generalized across the assessments comprising the outcomes, or were specific to selected assessments. Each functioning component assessment (six) and frailty criterion (five) was separately regressed on the inflammation indices.
All analyses adjusted for all control variables. Analyses excluding individuals who reported needing help in performing one or more Activities of Daily Living (ADL) are reported. 36 Analyses without this exclusion differed by fewer
Mechanism by which inflammatory system homeostasis is maintained. Not shown are interleukin-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1RA), which is treated as a surrogate for IL-1b, and transforming growth factor-b (TGF-b), which is thought to have both pro-and antiinflammatory effects. IL-1b, Interleukin-1b; TNF-a, tumor necrosis factor-a; CRP, C-reactive protein.
than 10 individuals and minimally in findings. Our mobility score and all but one of its components were continuously scaled; these were analyzed using linear regression. The neurological intactness score was categorized as 0 impairments, 1-3 impairments, and more than 3 impairments, and then analyzed using ordinal logistic regression. 37 All other outcomes were binary; they were analyzed using logistic regression. All analyses were diagnosed for fit and robustness to outlying values using residual plots. 38 
Results
Population characteristics
Our eligible sample (N ¼ 967) included slightly more women than men and never-than ever-smokers (Table 1) . No disease considered was present in more than 11% of individuals. Those with (n ¼ 720), compared to those without (n ¼ 247), a valid mobility score were significantly younger ( p < 0.001), but there were no differences by sex, disease history, or smoking status. In analyses contrasting control variable distributions between our eligible sample and those age-eligible but lacking biomediator data (n ¼ 188), those without biomediator data tended to be older ( p < 0.001) and more frequently diabetic ( p ¼ 0.043), but otherwise were similar. Our mobility subsample was functionally robust, with mean usual walking speed of 1.03 meters per second (m=s), 95% confidence interval (CI) ¼ (1.02,1.05). In our frailty subsample (n ¼ 750), 11.6% were frail. Among individuals excluded from mobility analyses, all but 27 lacked data on either grip strength (n ¼ 176 missing) or the fast-pace walk (n ¼ 104 missing). A large majority of failures to obtain grip strength in the InCHIANTI baseline visit (70%) were due to a broken or unavailable dynamometer. Three quarters of those without data on the fast-pace walk were excluded from our primary analyses due to needing help in ADL tasks or lacking disease presence information.
Biomediator value distributions
Geometric means are reported in Table 1 Distributions differed significantly between our mobility subsample (n ¼ 720) and the remainder of our analytic sample (n ¼ 247) for IL-1RA, TNFa, IL-6, IL-18, and CRP (Table 1) ; all biomediator concentrations tended to be lower in the mobility subsample.
Latent factor analyses of conceptual framework
As our theory predicted, a model with one inflammation factor did not adequately describe biomediator value interrelationships (goodness of fit rejected with p value <0.0001). There were large differences between observed correlations and those predicted by this model for TNF-a and IL-6, CRP and IL-18, and IL-1RA and IL-18. In contrast, the model implementing a theory of up-and down-regulation dimensions well fit the observed correlations, with likelihood ratio goodness of fit p values exceeding 0.5. Estimated correlations between the ''up-regulation'' factor and all biomediator values were positive (Table 2) . For the ''down-regulation'' factor, they were negative with IL-6 and CRP, positive with TNF-a, and otherwise negligible. To ensure that correlations were not driven by aging effects on cytokines, we added age as a predictor of the latent inflammation constructs; results were very similar.
Correlations between the first PCA index and the individual biomediators (PCA coefficients) were similar to those between ''up-regulation'' construct and individual biomediators (loadings; Table 2 ). However coefficients for the second PCA index did not well approximate the ''downregulation'' loadings, but were highest for IL-1b and TGF-b. Instead, coefficients of the third PCA index were similar to the down-regulation loadings, albeit assigning relatively higher weight to TNF-a, and less to IL-6. The variances of the second two PCA indices were nearly identical to each other, with both eigenvalues greater than 1; therefore, we carried forward the first three PCA indices for use in analyses pre- Values are means (SD) for age in years and smoking in pack years, geometric means (geometric SD) for inflammatory markers, and n (%) otherwise. In tests of difference between the mobility analytic sample and its complement among eligible participants, p values exceeded 0.15 for sex, cigarette use, all disease variables, IL-1b and TGF-b, and otherwise were: *0.01 p < 0.05; { 0.001 p < 0.01; { p < 0.001. Myocardial infarction diagnoses were available for n ¼ 914, and cancer diagnoses were available for n ¼ 948, in the eligible sample.
IL-1RA, Interleukin-1 receptor antagonist; TNF-a, tumor necrosis factor-a; CRP, C-reactive protein; TGF-b, transforming growth factor-b.
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dicting adverse outcomes. Henceforth we refer to these respectively as ''up-regulation,'' ''IL-1=TGF,'' and ''downregulation'' indices.
Analyses of inflammation with adverse outcomes
Increased up-regulation was statistically significantly associated with a mean mobility score reduction of 0.113 standard deviations, 95% CI ¼ (À0.167, À0.060), and with a 32% increase in the odds of being frail, 95% CI for odds ratio (OR) ¼ (1.03, 1.70). Neither adverse outcome was strongly associated with either the IL-1=TGF or down-regulation index.
In analyses predicting mobility by each individual inflammatory biomediator, IL-6, IL-1RA, and IL-18 were all significantly associated with worse mobility (Table 3 ; p < 0.05); the CRP association was borderline significant. These four biomediators most strongly correlate with the upregulation construct. Standardized betas were 13%-42% smaller than for the up-regulation index. In analyses considering all biomediators simultaneously, only IL-6 remained significantly associated with worse functioning, with IL-1RA borderline so. No individual biomediator predicted mobility independently of the up-regulation index; the index remained significantly predictive independently of each biomediator.
In analyses separately predicting frailty by the individual biomediators, the association with IL-6 was significant (OR ¼ (Table 4 ). In analyses simultaneously considering all biomediators, no biomediator retained significance, reflective of co-linearity given a relatively rare outcome. In stepwise analyses the upregulation index was selected as a significant predictor of frail status, and no individual biomediator predicted frailty independently of the index. However the association did not remain significant independently of IL-6, IL-1RA, or CRP (added separately); the index and IL-6 had identical standardized strengths of association as separate predictors of frailty; and preferential selection of the index in stepwise regression was sensitive to the choice of covariates for which analyses controlled. In summary, up-regulation summarized that aspect of inflammation relating to frailty but did not afford prediction that was convincingly superior to IL-6 alone.
In analyses of the distinct functioning signs, exacerbated up-regulation was significantly associated with worse mobility for all signs except handgrip and lower extremity power. Only one of the 12 remaining associations between biomarker summary (PCAs 2 and 3) and mobility measures (six) was significant, consistent with no associations IL-1, Interleukin-1; TGF, transforming growth factor-b; IL-1RA, interleukin-1 receptor antagonist; TNF-a, tumor necrosis factor-a; IL-1b, interleukin-1b; CRP, C-reactive protein; TGF-b, transforming growth factor-b. Values are standardized beta coefficients (95% confidence intervals). Both sets of models also included control variables specified in the Methods section. Univariable models entered one biomediator at a time; mutually adjusted models entered all biomediators simultaneously. n ¼ 720.
IL-1RA, Interleukin-1 receptor antagonist; TNF-a, tumor necrosis factor-a; IL-1b, interleukin-1b; CRP, C-reactive protein; TGF-b, transforming growth factor-b. Values are multiplicative increases in odds of frailty per standard deviation increases in log serum biomarker concentrations, that is, odds ratios (95% confidence intervals). Both sets of models also included control variables specified in the Methods section. Univariable models entered one biomediator at a time; mutually adjusted models entered all biomediators simultaneously. n ¼ 750.
IL-1RA, Interleukin-1 receptor antagonist; TNF-a, tumor necrosis factor-a; IL-1b, interleukin-1b; CRP, C-reactive protein; TGF-b, transforming growth factor-b.
considering testing error. Individual analyses of the separate frailty indicators showed more interesting specificity (Table  5 ). Exacerbated up-regulation was implicated in lesser physical activity and slowness; inhibited down-regulation, in weight loss; and both, in weakness. This raised questions as to whether limited power might be obscuring a down-regulation association with frailty; in a post hoc ordinal logistic regression analysis, both the up-and down-regulation summaries were significant predictors of the number of frailty criteria, with ORs for a higher frailty count of 1.31 (95% CI [1.14,1.50]) and 1.18 (95% CI [1.03,1.35]) respectively.
Discussion
We implemented a construct operationalizing distinct components of generalized inflammation using data collected in an epidemiological survey of a representative older adult population. Our construct was grounded in biology theorizing that inflammatory regulation is maintained via an upand down-regulation feedback loop in a specific cytokine sequence. In latent factor analyses, observed interrelationships among seven serum-based inflammatory biomediators were highly consistent with the biological predictions. PCA of the biomediator values yielded an index approximating latent up-regulation, whichwas independently associated withworsened mobility functioning and frailty risk. Patterns of association between mobility and the individual cytokines were strongest for the biomediators involved in up-regulation. Association of mobility with the up-regulation index was stronger than, persisted independently of, and accounted for association with each individual biomediator. Two additional indices were not strongly associated with mobility; however, one approximating latent down-regulation was intriguingly associated with the number of positive frailty criteria and the individual criteria involving strength and weight loss. These findings support that systemic inflammation is a construct with internal biological validity and relevant to the process that leads to mobility disability and frailty in older persons. They also suggest that specific aspects of the inflammatory process can be measured through profiles of inflammatory biomarkers.
Previous publications have applied factor or principal components analysis to multiple inflammatory markers. Many have employed sample sizes in the tens, [39] [40] [41] involved improved risk stratification together with noninflammatory factors in clinically diseased cohorts, 42, 43 or explored the value of expanding the metabolic syndrome. 44, 45 We are aware of three papers, besides ours, that have analyzed multiple cytokines toward improved measurement of inflammation per se. An exploratory factor analysis among 580 members of the Women's Ischemia Syndrome Evaluation cohort found ''proinflammation,'' ''pro-and antiinflammation,'' and ''immunosuppressive'' factors remarkably similar to our ''up-regulation,'' ''down-regulation,'' and ''IL-1b=TGF'' components. 46 Similarly, a principal components analysis of 320 consecutive acute coronary syndrome patients found ''systemic inflammation,'' ''antiinflammation,'' and ''local inflammation-endothelial function'' components. 47 That these papers and ours should have suggested three similar dimensions of inflammatory regulation is compelling. In contrast to these investigations, ours was focused on older adults, entailed a much larger sample, and involved a populationbased cohort. A very recent paper 14 shares these characteristics; it analyzed a somewhat different set of cytokines. Our research has uniquely validated a biologically motivated model of inflammatory regulation, beyond implementing empirical data reduction.
Association between frailty and the inflammation indices was not stronger than with IL-6 alone. One explanation is that IL-6 plays a critical role in the development of frailty. Alternatively, as suggested by Table 5 , inflammation may participate in the genesis of frailty through multiple mechanisms that cannot be represented by a single index. It should be pointed out that our study is not powered to distinguish specific inflammatory regulation effects on frailty. Fewer than 100 participants were considered frail, and the prevalence of ADL disability was low.
Our analysis has appreciable data missing. The analysis of persons with complete biomediator information preferentially loses older individuals, and complete mobility and frailty analysis, individuals with higher biomarker values. Both lose individuals who may differ from those analyzed in ways the data cannot inform. We stand behind completecase analysis for the analysis of the inflammatory construct because its findings were not sensitive to age adjustment and most individuals excluded for missing biomediator measures did not have valid measurements on any biomediator. Our analyses of mobility and frailty are valid, assuming that outcomes are missing in ways that may depend on inflammatory or control variable status but not on mobility or frailty given these other characteristics. 48 This assumption may not hold. Because inflammation tended to be elevated among those lost from the functioning subsamples, we regard it more likely that our findings have been diluted than that spurious findings have been generated.
We derived inflammation indices via PCA and handled extreme values in biomarker variables via truncation, seeking to employ strategies easily replicable by other investi- Values are multiplicative increases in odds of manifesting frailty criteria per standard deviation increases in inflammation index values, that is, odds ratios (95% confidence intervals). Models also included control variables specified in the Methods section. n ¼ 750.
PC, Principal component; IL-1, interleukin-1; TGF, transforming growth factor.
gators. Structural equations analyses would more effectively account for errors in measuring inflammatory dimensions than PCA, thus the simplification to PCA stands to be conservative. Factor and PC analyses were not sensitive to truncation of outlying values versus utilizing raw values. In summary, we do not believe that methodological simplification has qualitatively distorted our findings. This initial work aimed to create biomarker indices that can capture multiple aspects of inflammation. It indicates that this line of research should be fully pursued. Our finding should be confirmed in a larger population that includes substantial numbers of frail and disabled persons. The best biomediators to be included in global indices should be selected over a larger range of markers. A huge number of proteins could be considered using microarray or multiple beads methods, but this technology still shows low sensitivity and questionable reliability. Thus, short of relevant advancements, we believe the selection of markers should continue to be biologically motivated. Study of the biomediators' utility for longitudinal prediction of frailty outcomes should also be pursued; the InCHIANTI study will provide ideal data to this end when the longitudinal frailty outcomes have been adjudicated. The line of investigation we have pursued is crucial to a better and more specific understanding of the biology that underlies the human inflammatory response and ultimately promises to help identify older persons at high risk for adverse outcomes, identify potential treatments, and, perhaps, test treatment effects.
